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Definition: Macro – a small (or large) computer 
program that ‘does things’ with the text of Word files.

Automatic editing?
If you asked a professional indexer or translator whether 
their job could be done by a computer, you would rightly get 
a ‘robust response’. So what about editing? Could computer 
programs (that is, macros) ever do our job for us? Clearly 
not, because only humans can negotiate the delicate art 
of ensuring that a sentence communicates efficiently and 
effectively.

But although macros can’t replace us, the thesis of this 
chapter is that they can give us a great deal of assistance. My 
idea is that computer programs and human editors should 
each play to their strengths. Let the macros do the boring 
repetitive jobs, and we’ll do the more interesting task of 
engaging with the meaning and expression of the text.

Unlike me, macros don’t miss the occasional occurrence 
of some word or phrase just because they get bored or tired 
or distracted. More positively, computers are so quick that 
we can get them to do jobs such as checking some of the 
finer details of consistency that we couldn’t justify doing, if 
we had to do them by hand.

So the result of using macros can be that (a) the job gets 
done more quickly and (b) you produce a more consistent 
book, paper, or thesis.

‘A good workman never blames his tools’
This phrase, which Google tells me(!) dates back at least 
to the 13th century, is very important here. Macros are 
just tools; you, the editor, have to select the appropriate 
tools for a given job, use them carefully, and interpret the 
results intelligently. Some macros could even be likened to 
chainsaws: Sure, they can do a lot of work very quickly, but 
use them inappropriately and you can make a terrible mess. 
So macros have a huge potential, but please don’t blame me 
if you use them and they do more harm than good.

Where can I find the macros I want?
That’s fairly easy. I have put together a free electronic book 
with well over 400 macros in it, written specifically for 
editors by editors (well, mostly by me, actually). So, just 
download the book, find ‘How do I install a macro?’, and 
get started. The book, Macros for Writers and Editors, is 
available free of charge from my website at www.archivepub.
co.uk.

Which macros would help me most?
Editors can be involved in a huge range of jobs, so how do 
you know which macros will be most useful for your way 
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of working? And even if two editors are doing the same job, 
they may well tackle it in very different ways, so there’s no 
way that I can say, ‘You need to use such and such macros.’ 
But let me suggest a few scenarios in which macros might 
be of help…
•	 You’re reading the text and you see coming up a 

numeral – ‘6’, say – and you need it to be ‘six’, so you 
click somewhere on the line and press a key that you’ve 
set up to run the NumberToText macro, and the ‘6’ is 
instantly changed. Then the text says ‘At A level, I got 3 
As, 2 Bs and 1 C’ – so click, click, click (run the macro 
three times) and it becomes ‘... I got three As, two Bs 
and one C.’

•	 How many times a day do you change a comma into 
a full point and then make the next word start with 
a capital, or change a full point to a comma and 
then lowercase the following word, or change to a 
semicolon, or to a colon, or an en (or em) dash? In 
each case, all I do is place the cursor somewhere in the 
first word, and press Ctrl and Alt, together with the 
desired punctuation mark, and the appropriate macro 
changes the punctuation mark, sorts out the spacing 
(for dashes), and sorts out the case of the first letter of 
the next word.

•	 You come to something that looks like a degree symbol 
(º), but you suspect it might not be. You run WhatChar, 
and it tells you that it’s actually a masculine ordinal (as 
used in Nº) or a superscripted ‘o’. And in some fonts, 
the number 1 and the letter l look remarkably similar 
– as do the O and the 0. WhatChar will tell you what 
each is, even spelling it out as, say, a ‘lowercase el’. And 
is that an ordinary space, a fixed space, a thin space, 
or a space that has accidentally been superscripted? 
WhatChar will tell you. 

•	 You have a book made up of some preliminary material 
plus chapters 1 to 10, and an appendix or three, all in 
separate files. Even if the client wants you to deliver 
them in separate files, wouldn’t it be helpful to have 
all the text in one file to make it easy to search for 
things? There’s a macro that combines them for you 
automatically. (And there’s also a macro that can split 
up one big file into separate chapter files, if you need 
that.)

•	 Do you need to take all the pictures and diagrams out 
into a separate file, leaving behind call-outs: ‘<Figure 
1.1 here>’ etc? FigStrip does that. And if you have to do 
the same with tables, there’s TableStrip.

•	 You see a word or phrase and you want to look back to 
the previous time it was used. Select it and, with one 
keypress, InstantFindUp will take you straight back 
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to the previous occurrence. What’s more, the word or 
phrase is now in Word’s Find box, so by clicking Ctrl-
PageUp and Ctrl-PageDown, you can jump through 
each and every occurrence in the text. (And if you do 
Ctrl-Alt-PageUp and Ctrl-Alt-PageDown, two other 
macros allow you to jump case-sensitively, so you can 
avoid those occurrences that are not in the same case.)

•	 You’re comparing two files. Perhaps someone has 
made some edits to one of them, and you want to 
check, compare, or implement them in the other file. 
So you make the two files visible on screen, perhaps 
with Window–>Arrange All and then, as you look 
through the edited file and find something interesting, 
you run the FindSamePlace macro, and it will jump 
immediately to the same place in the other file.

•	 You’re editing some text with Harvard (name, date) 
reference citations, and you would like to check that 
all the references cited are actually in the reference 
list and that the list doesn’t contain any uncited 
references. There is a commercially available system, 
ReferenceChecker, that will do it for you, but my two 
macros, CitationLister and CitationListChecker, while 
not doing as comprehensive a job as ReferenceChecker, 
will be much quicker than checking them by hand.

•	 There’s even an automatic spell-correction system. But 
don’t panic, you can tell it not to make any corrections 
to the spelling of any of the words within quotations 
and/or reference lists.

‘Know your enemy’
Before you start to edit a text – especially if it’s a whole book 
– it can be really helpful to know if the author has used 
certain conventions (and if so, how consistently). True, you 
may have a brief that tells you what conventions to use, 
but, if not, find out what the author has (mostly) used and 
stick with that. Here are just a few suggestions: US or UK 
spelling, -is-/-iz- spelling, serial (Oxford) comma or not, 
hyphenation of certain words (for example non-linear and 
nonlinear)? Do people’s initials have full points or spaces: 
JLB/J L B/J.L.B./J. L. B. Matekone?

Four macros: TextAlyse, DocAlyse, PronounAlyse and 
then IZIScount will analyse your document and list all the 
different conventions, spellings, and hyphenations, used 
or highlight them. And it will even alert you to possible 
misspellings of proper nouns, for example if it sees Beverley 
and Beverly, it will tell you it has found, say, five of the 
former and one of the latter, so you now know to check if 
this is two different people or just a spelling error.

If you’re really keen, you can run these macros again at 
the end of the job to check whether, in your editing, you 
have been consistent in applying these conventions.

One macro with 1000 applications
I’ve saved the most powerful macro to last: FRedit (short 
for ‘find and replace edit’). It provides an easy way to do 
a sequence of global find-and-replaces on a document. 
Simply create a list (‘script’) of find-and-replaces in a 
separate Word file, and run the FRedit macro; it makes all 
the changes that you specify in your script, one by one, in 

a matter of seconds. You can have as many different scripts 
as you like, for different jobs and different clients. Also, 
because the scripts are held in Word files, it’s easy to chop 
and change your scripts at any time.

| multiple spaces to a single space
~^32{2,}|^32

| remove rogue spaces in four places
^32^t|^t
^t^32|^t
^32^p|^p
^p^32|^p

| multiple returns to a single return:
~^13{2,}|^p

| space-hyphen-space to space-dash-space
 - | ^=^32

| A few standard misspellings (case insensitive)
| and highlighted to show that they have been changed
¬superced|supersed
¬practicing|practising
¬practicedg|practised
¬licencing|licensing
¬licenced|licensed

| Subscripting chemicals (highlighted in grey)
| first CO2 and SO2
~([SC])[oO0]2|\1O;;2

| NOX
~N[Oo][Xx]>|NO;;X

| water
H2O|H;;2O

| Now change ;;<character> into subscripted character
~;;(?)|\1

| th/st/rd/nd not superscript
th|th
st|st
nd|nd
rd|rd

Box 1. A short sample FRedit list

And we’re not just talking about changing text. As 
with Word’s own find-and-replace dialogue, FRedit also 
allows you to change formatting (bold, italic, superscript, 
subscript, small caps, and underline) as well as styles. For 
example, you can use it to automatically change, throughout 
the whole document, CO2, H2O, m/s2, B.C. and A.D. into 
CO2, H2O, ms–2, bc and ad, etc.

Like any powerful tool (eg a chainsaw!), global find and 
replace can be dangerous if not handled carefully. However, 
FRedit helps you there, because it allows you to highlight 
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any or all of the changes it makes, so that, as you read the 
text, you can see where changes have been made. What’s 
more, you can use different highlight colours for the various 
changes, and/or use different colour fonts.

And FRedit can selectively use track changes. So, for 
example, you wouldn’t want to have track changes switched 
on for changing double spaces into single or perhaps for 
space-hyphen-space into space-dash-space, but your client 
might want to see more significant changes. With FRedit, 
you can specify which find-and-replaces are tracked and 
which not; this is especially useful because, as you probably 
know, Word can get in a real twist if you track change 
certain ones.

(You could use FRedit for is/iz changes, but don’t bother, 
because there are far too many exceptions to the rule – 
instead, IStoIZ does it at a stroke, as it holds a file of all the 
exception words.)

Another application of FRedit’s highlighting is to use 
a set of global ‘changes’ that don’t change the text but just 
apply various colours of highlighting to different words 
or phrases. I find this useful with ‘plain English’ texts 
where I have a long list of no-no words or phrases, such 
as ‘implement’, ‘going forward’, ‘in conjunction with’, etc. 
These are all highlighted for me (in colours relating to the 
client’s strength of feeling), so that, as I read, I can edit them 
out.

Although the principle of FRedit is simple, you can use 
it to do some sophisticated editing of Word files, especially 
if you use wildcard find-and-replaces. But you don’t need 
to be an expert on wildcarding, because FRedit comes 
with a huge library of scripts, so you can cut and paste the 
various bits of script into your own script file for any given 
job. For example, hyphens to en dashes within number 
ranges, (un)eliding numbers (1939–1945 to 1939–45 or 
vice versa), automatically applying coding (<A>, <B>, etc.) 
to hierarchically numbered headings, moving footnote 
markers outside punctuation, etc. The list is endless.

Lots more where these came from
I hope these few suggestions fire your imagination and 
encourage you to look at the rest of the macros. By picking 
the ones that best suit your way of working, you can save 
yourself a lot of time, and they will enable you to produce a 
more consistent output.

If you can’t find a macro that does what you want, do ask 
me, because other people might want to do the same as you. 
If I then write a macro for you (no charge!), others can use 
it – and maybe me too.

Macros for all
I can’t guarantee that all my macros will work in all 
situations, but I do know that people with different language 
versions of Word are using them, as are Mac users (but not 
Word 2008, of course, as it doesn’t support macros). And 
if any of the macros don’t work when you try them, do let 
me know and I’ll see if I can spot and correct the problem.

Happy macroing!


